Stereolife Simulators
Information for Purchase
We help people to start their own business; to develop; to be unique and remain on top. We do
not pursue the profit at all costs. Producing our products we set the only goal – to make this
world better, to make it full of positive emotions and smiles!
To become the owner of the simulators Stereolife, it is necessary to take only 6 simple steps.

Step One. Get to know information.
Get to know, please, the information provided on the site. Pay attention to the forethought of
each technical solution. Nothing extra, only necessary stuff for everyday work. You can choose a
standard simulator, and also you can fulfill your own idea of what your particular simulator must
be like so that it will fit in the existing interior or suit the exact style. Everything can be changed
according to your wishes: the color and the combination of natural leather, the type and the color
of stitching, the color and the operation of LED lights, the color of the rail and other elements. Got
any questions? To provide you with the information get in touch with us: we are always available.
All the simulators are supplied in full set which includes a dynamic platform, a control rack, a
TV-set (optional for Flyer), helmet(s) Oculus Rift CV-1, movies/games, etc., all the items that are
necessary for the operation after the installation.
eMotion, Rifter, Flyer: Optionally, a bill acceptor or / and a coin acceptor can be installed in the
simulators. Only after paying the exact sum films can be played. It helps to control an operator
and not to lose revenues.
eMotion, Flyer: As an option there can be a rail on the perimeter of the simulator. It makes your
location look completed, which is particularly actual while installing the simulator on the “island”.

Step Two. Sign a contract.
You don’t need to do anything on your own, except for sending your details to us. We will
prepare a contract according to the conditions which will be discussed in advance. The whole
payment is performed under a contract by non-cash transfer. No other hidden or additional
payments available.
The price of the simulator is divided into 2 contracts:
1. The contract for the equipment. You will have to perform customs payments and other
payments (VAT) at the moment of receiving the simulator.
2. The contract for movies (games). As a rule, you don’t need to perform customs payments
and VAT.

Step Three. Make a prepayment.
The term of producing a simulator from the moment of processing prepayment to the moment
of its shipment doesn’t exceed 30 days. As a rule, standard simulators are in stock and ready for
immediate shipment.
For all new customers there is the following order of payment:
1. Prepayment of 80% of the cost of the equipment.
2. Prepayment of 100% of the cost of movies (games).

3. Prepayment of 100% of the cost of the delivery (if the delivery is included in the cost of a
contract).
4. Payment of 20% of the cost of the equipment during 7 days from the moment of its
receiving.
The order of payment can be changed after the first purchase.

Step Four. Choose the way of delivery.
You don’t need to come to us in order to take your simulator. We deliver it around the world by
air, by rail, by vehicle, by sea. You just need to choose an appropriate option according to the
price and terms and we will do everything by ourselves. Do you need a firm package? No
problem. For each type of the simulator we have developed a solid wood box which will save the
simulator all in one piece.
Delivery Options:
eMotion:
The simulator is packaged into the carton and film. Gross / net weight: 270kg. (595lbs) / 275kg.
(605lbs)
The size of a standard wooden box: 1.42m (4.66’) x 1.35m (4,43’) x 1.55m (5,09’) (height).
Gross weight: 415kg. (915lbs)
The size of an increased wooden box (delivering with the fence): 1.67m (5,48’) x 1.35m (4,43’)
x 1.67m (5,48’) (height). Gross weight: 500kg. (1100lbs)
Rifter:
The simulator is packaged into the carton and film. Gross / net weight: 690kg. (1520lbs) /
700kg. (1540lbs)
The size of a standard box: 1.43m (4,69’) x 2.41m (7,91’) x 1.88m (6,17’) (height). Gross weight:
900kg. (1985lbs)
Flyer:
The simulator is packaged into the film, mounted on a pallet. Gross / net weight: 250kg.
(550lbs) / 280kg. (615lbs)
The size of a standard box: 1.77m (5,81’) x 1.22m (4,00’) x 1.80m (5,91’) (height). Gross weight:
365kg. (805lbs)

Step Five. Installation.
We assemble each simulator, test it, and perform all necessary settings. Then disassemble it
into several parts (except Flyer), thoroughly package and ship it. According to the detailed
instructions it will take no more than an hour to assemble eMotion and no more than three hours
to assemble Rifter. Flyer doesn’t need assembling at all, as it is shipped in an assembled
condition.

Step Six. Enjoy operation.
Apply the voltage, and the simulator will start operating immediately! Spend only 5 minutes on
studying the principles of controlling in the maintenance guide and you can operate the simulator
with your closed eyes. Enjoy and give pleasure to your customers. 7 days a week, 24 hours a day,
without any breaks, for our simulators are made for this.
We provide all the necessary certificates so that your work won’t be darkened at checking and
stopping your business by various control officers.

